Introducing Moda™. Fashion is forward in this beautifully executed seating series designed by Sava Cvek. The Polished Aluminum frame can be specified with a mix of leg finishes, including woodgrain textures and shimmering solids.
Where you meet

From casual meetings to touchdown spaces, Moda is ideal for workplace and education environments. Make it yours with a nearly endless selection of textiles.
Mix and match three shell finishes with a selection of armcap options. Choose from impact-resistant plastics in high gloss or woodgrain, or opt for durable self-skinned urethane. Upholstered armcaps match your choice of seat textile.

Seating shown in Cloud shell with Luum Situ, Pozzolana seat, White plastic armcaps and Walnut woodgrain leg finish; in Night shell with Luum Situ, Mar seat, Black plastic armcaps and Ebony woodgrain leg finish; and in Shadow shell with Luum Situ, Terrena seat and armcaps, and Butternut woodgrain leg finish.
Six leg finishes

Moda is available in six leg finishes to coordinate with upholstery and interior finishings. Woodgrain textures are transfer printed for durability.

Seating shown in Cloud shell with Luum Situ, Pozzolana seat, White plastic armcaps and Walnut woodgrain leg finish; and in Night shell with Black plastic armcaps and Chrome leg finish.
The work chair

Features

 Balance control mechanism with swivel tilt function and pneumatic seat height adjustment

 Five prong, high profile Aluminum base

 Hollow dual wheel carpet casters are standard - optional hollow dual wheel casters for hard flooring are available

Moda goes wherever you go. The Aluminum task base adds a polished look to training, meeting and multi-purpose spaces.

Seating shown in Shadow shell with Luum Situ, Tunnel seat, Black SSU armcaps and Aluminum base.
The stacker

Plastic sled base chairs stack 5 high on the floor and 14 on the dolly. Upholstered sled base chairs stack 4 high on the floor and 8 on the dolly.

Sled options

Chairs can be ganged together using ganging clamp set.

Glide options

Night nylon
Shadow nylon
Cloud nylon
Felt
Rubber
All glides match selected shell color.
On the move

Pair the Moda task chair with 2gether nesting tables to provide a mobile solution for flex spaces.